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Wha t  t o  Take  Home

1) 2022 Major Change in Trend
2) Risk of Major Manipulation 

trying to Create new Depression
3) Food Shortage will
4) Political Year from Hell

T H E  F U T U R E

( W h a t  t o  T a k e  H o m e )



What you Need to Take Home

World Economic Conference 

– 2021



1) You must have Confidence in the trend
2) You must analyze every loss for you 

learn only from losing trades
3) Never trade out of boredom
4) Also define where each trade is wrong 

and the objective for the trade

Ultimately, we all ask why?



The shift in confidence as to who does 
capital trust, government or private 
sector, has been a cycle that extends 
back into ancient times. Nevertheless, some will argue this is just my opinion. Yes, stock 
markets appear to rally during a Private Wave on a sustainable basis compared to a Public 
Wave. But is there any other proof that capital moves in such a manner?

The Great Unknown
Public v Private



Economic Disparities
Regional Stress Creates Separatist Movements



Where To Move









To see Panic Cycles in our Presidential Model forecasts are EXTREMELY Rare. They have not appeared like 
this since the Great Depression. We have a Directional Change in 2021 for Republicans and against off in 
2026. In both cases,  2024 is becoming monumental turning point and if Biden takes office, he may not 
last past 2022 and because this is a global effort to change democracy more like Europe where the heads 
of state is select the head of the EU – not the people.



Truedeau wins with 
less than even Hitler



They have used COVID to Achieve the ultimate goal – Redesigning 
the World Economy



Global Debt
Is now

Approaching $300 Trillion









Mone t a r y  C r i s i s  Cyc l e
R i g h t  o n  T i m e

Terminating Money





In the Eurozone, it is well known that from the outset of the Euro I have warned that without a 
debt consolidation, the Euro would fail. Ever since the financial crisis of 2007-2009, this flaw in the 
Euro design has been recognized and there has been attempts to create a safe financial 
instrument, which banks in the Eurozone can buy without having to load up on domestic 
sovereign bonds. Many placed their hopes in the proposal of a bundle of sovereign bonds 
called “European Safe Bonds” but that has not materialized. 

Eurozone banks hold large portfolios of domestic government bonds so the risks among 
European banks vary greatly depending upon the country risk. When Greece got into trouble in 
2010, investors start doubting the value of these holdings. As a result, a Sovereign Debt Crisis can 
quickly produce a contagion manifesting in a European-wide banking crisis. 



At the heart of the European Monetary Crisis, centers on the high proportion of home 
country debt held by banks in European countries. If there is a Sovereign Debt Crisis in 
that particular country, then there will be serious write-offs of reserve asset portfolios at 
the respective national banks, which in turn lead to capital losses. 

The Eurozone has rejected bail-outs because that would mean capital from one 
country like Germany would flow to Italy for example to save Italian banks. Hence, the 
Eurozone has rejected bail-outs and adopted bail-ins. 

The idea is that a diversified portfolio of government 
bonds issued by European countries will be pooled 
together thereby transforming government 
securities into a single interest rate which in 
theory would be lower that the sum of the 
parts using standard securitization techniques. 
The new European Safe Bonds (ESB) would be 
the equivalent to safe German bonds, was 
the argument. 

Failure to Consolidate the Debts



Banks in economically weaker EU countries are not likely to invest 
in ESBs. Banks in economically vulnerable countries, such as Greece, 
Italy or Portugal, are subject to a sovereign-based cap on their 
credit rating depending on where they are located which falls 
under Country-Risk considerations. It limits the extent to which their 
cost of borrowing would fall even if they diversify away from risky 
domestic government debt to safer assets such as ESBs.

It is true that the credit rating agency Standard & Poor’s (S&P) no 
longer limits a company’s credit rating from exceeding that of its 
sovereign host’s, it recognizes that companies are vulnerable to 
their host Country’s credit risks. Banks are perceived as highly 
sensitive to Country-Risks because they are subject to domestic 
fiscal policies and regulation. As such, the number of the notches 
that a bank’s credit rating can exceed its host country’s sovereign foreign currency 
bond rating rated ‘B’ or higher is restricted to two by S&P.  

Banks with low-credit ratings are unlikely to invest in safe assets because the return on 
these assets is lower than their cost of borrowing, thus hurting their profitability.

Sovereign-Based Cap and “bank tax”



1896- JP Morgan bails out USA
1906- SF Earthquake leads to 

creation of the Fed in 1913
1934- FDR devalues the dollar
1981- Peak in interest rates
2008- Financial Crisis
2018- The QE Crisis begins



Trying to End Tangible Money





All Road Lead to the Dollar for Assets



THE CRYPTO TRAP







World Financial Centers
The Ebb & Flow of Capital



We are all connected. There will be no escape for what happens in one region 
for it will spread to impact everywhere else around the world. The 1998 Long-
term Capital Management Crisis saw liquidation globally to raise cash because of 
losses in the Russian bond market.



There is a systemic RISK FACTOR that we must 
appreciate going forward. 

LIQUIDITY CRISIS

There is a growing risk factor which has emerged 
because of the destruction of the bond markets by 
Japan and Europe. Capital has run off in search of 
yield. Much has moved into the Emerging Market 
debt to get higher yield. Others have moved into 
buying farm land and renting it out to achieve 5% 
yields. Many banks have been lending to each other 
to avoin the negative interest rates at the ECB. All of 
this has combined to create a liquidity crisis in 
seach of high yield that will manifest in a serious 
global crisis that most will never understand.



What we must take under advisement is that the
vast majority of the financial world is oblivious

to what is actually taking place behind the curtain.

Therefore, the major risk factor concerning the markets is almost identical to the 1998 
Long-Term Capital Management Crisis. The lack of liquidity in vulnerable sectors will 
force liquidation in other markets simply to raise cash. This is when fundamentals 
become irrelevant only increasing the confusion. 





Mone t a r y  C r i s i s  Cyc l e
R i g h t  o n  T i m e

Ponzi Scheme



T H E  P L O T

1)Canada’s economy will 
“shrink significantly” 

2)Fossil Fuels will be targeted 
so expect “sharp declines” 
to take place.

3)You’ll see certain sectors 
shrink

4)In other words, telling the 
bankers not to lend money 
to these sectors.

5)transition risk

CREATING A DEPRESSION



NO HYPERINFLATION
Cart Before the Horse?

Quantity Theory of Money



NO HYPERINFLATION
Cart Before the Horse?

Confidence Declines First – Hyperinflation is the Result



The International 
Energy Agency (I.E.A.) 
projects global energy 
demand will rise more 
than 25% by 2040, 
driven by population 
growth and rising 
incomes. Even in the 
I.E.A.’s most 
aggressive low-carbon 
scenario, oil and 
natural gas will meet 
approximately half of 
that demand.

ENERGY REALITY
An Alternative for Tomorrow?





WEC 2020

The Fate of the Dow

Year-End Closing Above 30118



Ene rgy
D e m a n d  t o  E x c e e d  S u p p l y  b y  2 0 2 3



Me ta l s
$ 1  B i l l i o n  t o  F i g h t  N a t i o n a l i s m



COMMODIT IES
1 2 0  Y e a r s  o f  C o m m o d i t i e s  P r i c e s



WAR ON GOLD





WAR ON GOLD


